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“

On the seas of dust and silence, where dreams and memories entwine,

therein the halls of wordless voices does Fate reveal her grand design. But
those who see it cannot speak, and those who speak can never see, and to the
doors of human hearts the hand of wisdom holds no key. So rise the armies
of emotion, and all our histories rearrange. From northern skies a cloud
approaches, aloft upon the winds of change.”
- Aruthen of Akkaban, 422 L.R.

Installation
To play Chapter II of the Prophet series, you will need to download the MOD file as
well as a HAK file and several BMU files with additional music. The module file can
be found on NWVault under modules, and the additional files in a HAK entry called
“HAK and Music for the Prophet series”. That entry contains several files. You will
need the files “Prophet0.hak”, “Prophet1.hak”, “Prophet2.hak”, and
“ProphetMusic.zip”. Any other files are there for the final chapter of the series, and
you do not need them yet.
To install:
Place the “Prophet – Chapter II – The Century of Sorrow.mod” file in your
NWN\modules directory.
Place the “Prophet0.hak” “Prophet1.hak” and “Prophet2.hak” files in your
NWN\hak directory.
If you’ve played the Prologue and Chapter 1, you should already have the
“ProphetMusic.zip” file uncompressed and all of the BMU files in your NWN\music
directory.
Once Chapter 3 is available, download that as well and place it in your modules
directory. Download Prophet3.hak and place it in your hak directory. This will
allow you to proceed directly from the end of the Chapter 2 into Chapter 3.

Information for Players
The “Prophet” is a series of Neverwinter Nights modules designed either for a
single player or for a small party of 3-6 characters. Whether played solo or in a
group, these modules center around one player who is gifted with the ability to see
the future through his or her dreams.
It is assumed that the prophet character has played through the prologue module,
entitled “Prophet – Prologue – It cannot be denied” as well as through chapter 1,
entitled “By the Will of Kings and Mortals”. If not, it is highly recommended that
you do so, in order to understand the background of the story. It is not necessary for
the rest of the party to play the prologue or chapter 1. However, it is strongly
recommended that they play chapter 1 to give the tale some continuity.
It is recommended that the game be played with the difficulty setting on Hardcore or
Very Difficult. Combat balance was designed using these settings.

Cha racter choices
There are no restrictions on races, classes, or
alignments for playing the Prophet series.
However, many of the conversations are geared
toward intelligent good-aligned characters and
may not offer many choices for evil players. In
particular, the prophet character should be of
above-average intelligence.
If you are playing with a group of three or more
characters, then it’s recommended that you start
the prologue around 5 th level. If you play solo, then
6-7th level should be ok. Most of the encounters
scale to the strength of the party, but it is hard to balance game play for all kinds of
groups. For this reason, if you play in multi-player then I highly recommend asking
one person to DM.

Henchmen
Your
stalwart
elven
companion,
Llarien
Tlanaan’gereth, will follow you from Chapter 1. He is
a ranger/cleric skilled with the longbow and with twoweapon fighting styles. He is also very stealthy and
can be asked to scout ahead for enemies.
Depending on the choices you make in the module,
you may be joined by a second henchman, a desert
warrior named Hassir.
Both henchmen can be controlled through
conversations or through voice chats (“V” key) and
the radial menu.

Resting
You can rest almost anywhere. However, in many places resting will launch random
encounters. Also, when you rest, you will be blind and deaf, making you quite
vulnerable. In some places you will find beds or bedrolls – if you rest using those
then time will advance by 8 hours (for the entire party).
At certain times, when the prophet character rests, he/she will experience a dream.
This will involve a cut-scene that only the prophet will see. Other players will see
him/her resting on the ground, occasionally murmuring something. It is up to the
prophet to decide whether to discuss these dreams with the others.

Death and Dying
When you fall below 1 hit point, you will begin to bleed to death at a rate of 1 hit
point per round. Any healing spells cast upon you at this time can bring you back
from the brink. However, once you reach -10 hp, you will die and will have to be
raised.
If you die and you are the only player in the game, then your henchmen are your
only hope. Once they are finished battling any foes, they will attempt to bring you

back using scrolls of raise dead. It is a good idea to put some of these in their
inventory, just in case. However, even if your henchman does not have a scroll, he
will search through your remains for any that you might have. If he finds one, he will
use it to bring you back to life. If neither your henchman nor you have any of these
scrolls, then dying will force you to have to reload a previously saved game.

In multi-player mode, you can choose to wait for other players to bring you back,
provided they have the skills or the equipment. In addition, you have another option.
When you die, you will have the option to use the respawn button. Unlike other NWN
modules, this does not bring you back to life but instead turns you into a ghost.
Once you turn into a ghost, you will drop all of your possessions into a “Player
Remains” object. You will also be completely invisible and unable to perform any
actions. If anyone, a PC or a henchman, casts a raise dead on the Player Remains
then you will be brought back to life and can pick up your belongings. If you were
the only person carrying raise dead scrolls then the other players can search
through your remains for them.
There are also other options. Among the remains your allies will find an item that
looks like your dead body. If they pick this up, then the Player Remains turn into
ordinary “Remains” (on which raise dead will NOT work), and where your
belongings will remain. Now they can carry your body to a safe place, or perhaps a

healer, to have you brought back to life. When they carry your body item, you will
follow them wherever they go.
The point of this system is that when you die, your allies can take your body from the
place of danger, even perhaps stealthily from under the noses of enemies, and take it
to a safe place. There, you can be raised from dead and healed in safety. It is also
possible to pay certain NPCs to bring a dead character back to life. However, all of
this is not an easy task, so be careful! And stock up on those raise dead scrolls
whenever you can find them.
Note that when your henchmen fall below 1hp, they do not bleed but rather die
immediately and leave behind a “Henchman Remains” object. You can treat this as
you would a Player Remains: You can cast raise dead on it (when it’s safe to do so),
you can search through it for scrolls, or you can take the body item from it to carry
your henchman to a safe place or a healer.

Lo re
Occasionally, you may receive new journal entries, starting with the word “Lore”.
These activate when you enter certain places in the module, and reflect your
knowledge of the world. They appear if your Lore skill is sufficiently high and/or you
are of an appropriate race. In all cases, these are not quests, and may never be
marked as completed. They are merely bits of background knowledge.

Playing Tips
Be tactical. Some battles in the module can be fairly hard and quite chaotic. Prepare
yourself with potions and magic items and set traps if you have the skills. Whenever
you go stealthy, your henchmen will as well, and in this state they will not attack
enemies unless they are attacked themselves. Llarien is very good at stealth, so if
you are as well then you should consider sneaking by some dangerous situations.
Also, if he is stealthy, you can still order him to attack (using your radial menu), in
which case he will have the benefit of surprise. You should speak with Llarien to
adjust his tactics. For example, you might want to tell him to use his bow, since he’s
quite good at it. You can also tell him not to attack unless you do. Llarien has a
number of tactical skills. You can ask him to heal whoever is most wounded, or to
scout ahead for enemies. Take advantage of these things when it is appropriate.

If a battle goes very badly, retreat. Even if you decide not to fight your enemies
again, you can still sneak in and take back the bodies of your fallen comrades (PCs
or NPCs) and bring them to a healer or a safe place for a raise-dead. Take
advantage of this – it is better to regroup and fight again than to die against
increasing odds.

K nown Bugs
The custom tilesets used in this module have a few flaws in their “walkmeshes”. This
means that in some places you might click on a spot that you should be able to walk
to, and your character won’t move. You can try clicking elsewhere to get your
character to walk, or you can use the “W” key to move forward to get out of these
tricky spots. There was no way for me to fix this bug, and I love the look of these
tilesets so much that I chose to put up with their small flaws.
Some players have reported the game crashing when entering certain areas (e.g.
“Forgotten Tomb, level 3”). This is presumably a video-card/texture conflict, and
seems to be related to the “Shiny Water” setting in advanced video options. If you
experience such a crash, disable shiny water and try again.

The Campaign World
The Prophet series is set in the Runelands, a custom campaign world which is
loosely based on the Forgotten Realms.
The adventure begins in the Valley of Four Corners, in the northwestern part of the
kingdom of Beleria, a nation which lies on the west coast of a large continent.
Beleria is populated primarily by humans and halflings, though dwarves and
gnomes can also be found in small numbers. Pure-blooded elves are somewhat
uncommon, as most prefer to live in the forest nations of Lin’Litharn and Alvariel,
which lie to the southeast.
The major difference between the Forgotten Realms and the Runelands is that the
world is flat. The sun rises in the east each morning and sets in the west in the
evening. The moon, however, travels from south to north over the course of an entire
year. It rises in the south, marking the beginning of spring, reaches the zenith in the
middle of summer, and sets in the north at the beginning of winter.
For players wishing to give their characters an appropriate deity, here is a partial
(human) pantheon:
Lor (N – neutral): god of will, creator of the universe
Elanae (N): goddess of life and nature, the mother tree
Selene (NG): goddess of growth and the seasons, the moon goddess
Nergal (CE): god of decay and age, the lord of ashes
Pallas (LG): god of honor and the patron of kings
Ailura (CG): goddess of love and wild nature
Hurm (CE): god of war and destruction
Liet (LN): god of justice and law, gatekeeper of the afterlife
Shtuura (LE): goddess of knowledge and arcane magic
Skellar (CN): god of mischief and lies, the patron of deceit
Arendelle (NG): goddess of fertility and the harvest
Thulil (NG): god of the dawn and the sun, bringer of light
Frenthel (CN): god of luck
Riull (CN): god of wealth and prosperity
Phaerom (NG): god of travelers and explorers

The gods of the elves, dwarves, halflings, gnomes, and orcs are the same as in the
Forgotten Realms, though their history is different.
Some of the common knowledge possessed by the people of Beleria is provided in the
form of a book which can be found in the first area. This includes brief notes on
geography and history as well as a calendar. Here is the text of the book:

“Summa Belerianis”
This book contains common knowledge about the nation of Beleria and the
surrounding world.
The kingdom of Beleria was established in the year 923 LR (Lotharyan Reckoning)
by Beldar of Asilgard. This act marked the conclusion of a decade-long war among
various human city-states, including Asilgard, Urdenfjorn, and Krakalgrad.
Additional lands were incorporated into the kingdom, including Endorr in 1256 LR.
Beleria now covers a large part of the western continent and is home to humans and
halflings (most of whom live in the northeastern province of Norenshire). Dwarves
and gnomes are also occasionally found in Beleria, but usually in small numbers.
Pure-blooded elves are relatively uncommon.
On the north, Beleria is bordered by the Kalamnir Mountains and the dwarven
kingdom of Kragholm. This is a rugged and largely unexplored region, and most
human knowledge of it comes from dwarven traders and occasional explorers. The
eastern border of Beleria is not well-defined, as human settlements gradually give
way to the Juntar plains (home to various barbarian tribes) and the elven forest of
Lin’litharn. To the southeast lies the human kingdom of Sardathia, the border of
which had been established in 1340 LR after decades of war. On the south, Beleria
is bordered by the Sea of Serpents and the Emirate of Akkaban. Akkaban is a human
kingdom that has existed for at least two millennia and has become a major trade
partner with Beleria in the last 150 years. To the west of Beleria stretches the
Obsidian Ocean, which is generally believed to mark the edge of the world.
The Belerian calendar is marked since the time when Lothar of Xenegath defeated
the Orcish hordes of Kruth and carved out the first human settlements in this region
of the western continent, over thirteen centuries ago. The year is divided into twelve
months of 30 days each, with 5 extra days marking special events: Moonrise - the
first day of the year, when the moon Selene first appears above the southern horizon
and signals the beginning of spring; The Feast of Flowering – after the end of the 3rd

month, marking the beginning of summer; Midsummer – a festival of joy which
occurs in the middle of the 5th month, when the moon reaches the zenith of the sky
and the weather is always fair; Godsmeet – a day of prayer after the end of the 6th
month, marking the start of autumn; and Harvestide – after the end of the 9th month,
celebrating the autumn harvest and preparing for the winter, as Selene sets beyond
the northern horizon. During winter, the moon is absent from the sky and snow
covers the lands.
Today, it is the year 1384, and Beleria is ruled by King Rohan who lives in the
capital, Asilgard. The past ten years have been quite peaceful, aside from occasional
skirmishes with the Juntar barbarians and various orc tribes that still live in the
forests and mountains of Beleria. Nevertheless, the land holds many opportunities
for high adventure for all those who seek such things...

Walkthrough
*** MAJOR SPOILERS ***

The story continues
When the module begins, you will once again find yourself in the storyteller’s
chamber. Here there are some tomes describing the campaign world and explaining
the game mechanics. When you have gathered all of your players, speak with the
storyteller. The prophet should speak first and then all of the other players in turn.
Once you all begin, you will find yourself upon the elven skyship, on its southward
journey to the desert city of Hierathanum and the fabled Chantry of the Dream
Weavers. On deck, you will find captain Irtheriel “the skyfarer” with whom you can
discuss your progress. Below decks, you will find Llarien – ask him to join your
party. There you will also find some supplies given to you by the elven sage Evenorn
to aid you in your quest. These include several scrolls of raise dead, along with
some weapons, miscellaneous supplies, and a book about the kingdom of Akkaban,
your destination.

Along the journey, you will stop in the hills of Kumir to refill on water. You can do
some optional exploration here and find a cave full of ogres and some minor
treasure. Eventually you must return to the skies and begin your crossing over the
Bay of Storms. At this point, rest yourselves, and the prophet will experience a
dream (When the prophet dreams, the other players should just patiently wait for
him/her to wake up). In the dream, you will see yourself speaking with a woman in a
forest and then murdering her son. When the scene fades, you will see a destroyed
city. Finally, you will see a wondrous fountain, and a man wearing a hood speaking
a curse that poisons its waters. When you wake, you will learn that the skyship will
have flown into a terrible storm. Lightning will strike the airsphere and the ship will
plummet into the ocean.

On the shores of Akkaban
When you come to, you will find yourself washed up on a beach. The party will be
scattered, and some members might be dead and require healing. This includes
Llarien, who is lying on the east part of the beach. Other NPCs you find cannot be
raised. You will note that some of your potions will have shattered in the crash, and
some of your arrows and bolts might be broken. You might also find that someone
has taken a necklace – look for a monkey wearing it. Finally, you may find that some
of your items are missing, lost during the crash. (I know that many players hate this
kind of thing, but none of the items are major and their loss was necessary for
balance. I had been too generous in Chapter 1. NOTE for DMs: Almost all of the

items lost in the crash can be found in a chest within the DM’s Pocket Universe – it
is up to you if you want to give them back).
Once you gather your party, you can
rest in a nearby cave (beware of a giant
crab) before heading south into the
jungle. In the jungle, head south until
you come to some cliffs, which you
should follow upward. On your journey,
you will come across an encampment of
Asabi, a cruel and evil race of lizardfolk.
You will have no choice but to fight
them, and during the battle they may
call to their aid their dragonlike god,
Gothra. This is a formidable beast and
dangerous to fight toe-to-toe, so you
may want to retreat to the bridge and
wear it down with arrows. Alternately,
you can just try to run past it.
Eventually, you must enter Gothra’s lair
where you will find a waterfall. Enter it
and it will get you down from the jungle
cliffs and to the Amdavaur desert – the “sea of sand”.

Amdavaur, the sea of sand
In the desert, you will come across a road which leads to Hierathanum. Along this
road, you will meet a group of dervishmen who will welcome you and tell you about
the sea of sand and the city of Hierathanum. From their leader, Arkham, you will
learn that the city is ruled by the caliph Amhothet, a cruel tyrant who oppresses his
people. You will also learn that the caliph has closed the doors to the Chantry of
Weavers, forbidding anyone from entering. If you inquire further, you may learn that
Arkham and his men are part of a resistance group which plans to overthrow the
caliph and free the city. You may offer to join them. If you are the prophet, you have
the option to reveal your powers and describe the dream you had in the skyship. If
so, then Arkham will tell you that he believes that what you saw in your vision was
the caliph Amhothet poisoning the “wellspring” – the only source of water in
Hierathanum. Fearing what your dream portents, he will suggest you meet with the
“Khalites”, a group of resistance fighters in the city. He will order one of his men,

named Hassir, to accompany you there. Hassir will join you as a henchman and you
will find his skills in battle very helpful.
Whether or not you assist the dervishmen and Hassir joins your party, you will have
to travel south through the passage of Khazar-Thotep. Along the way, you will be
ambushed by a group of sandfolk. The initial battle will not be tough, but if you try
to storm their lair then get ready for a challenge. In their lair you will find a great
deal of treasure, but no clue as to who they are or why they attack desert travelers
(perhaps that will be revealed in future chapters).

After the passage of Khazar-Thotep, you will enter the open desert. During the day,
you may want to wear the desert robes given/sold to you by Arkham – they will
protect you from the terrible heat of the sun. Eventually, you will come to a trench in
the sand. If Hassir is with you, he will explain that this is the sign of a sandworm’s
passage, and will tell you to prepare yourselves for a dangerous battle. The
sandworm is a formidable beast – it can burrow quickly under the sand and emerge
just under you, knocking you to the ground and attacking with its ferocious bite or
acid spittle. Hassir will recommend that you collect some dustbush seeds, which can
protect you from its acid for some time. When fighting the worm toe-to-toe you
should buff-up with damage resistance. Otherwise, you can hold back and attack
with ranged weapons or spells (tell Llarien to do so), but it will burrow down again
and again attack from below. Sometimes, it may even swallow someone whole. If you
are swallowed, you will find yourself inside the worm, slowly damaged by acid and

attacked by digestive fluids. However, you can damage the worm from the inside by
attacking the glands you see along its digestive tract (in fact, this is the easiest way
to defeat the beast). Once all of the glands are destroyed, the worm will die and spit
you out. Once the worm is dead, you can crawl back into its mouth and use its
innards as shelter. You will also find some treasure inside its belly, left behind by
others who were not so lucky.
After defeating the sandworm, continue south. You will be caught within a terrible
sandstorm and will have to find shelter in an ancient desert tomb. Rest here and the
prophet will see another dream. After the dream, the sandstorm will have passed.
You can exit now and continue to Hierathanum, or you can choose to explore the
tomb.

The forgotten tomb
If you choose to explore the tomb, you will learn that it is the resting place of
Nemethis, an ancient king of Akkaban who was known for his greed and his cruelty.
On the first level, you will not find much, however, except clear clues that someone
has already plundered the place. On the second level, go right to find the camp of
that thief (but watch out for a tripwire trap). His name was Elhun
Fyrrhys and his journal and some
supplies are still there, suggesting
that he never got out alive. Go left to
see part of the reason why – the tomb
is inhabited by undead and its traps
are still functional. (NOTE: There are
some problems with the walkmesh of
this tileset, you might find that your
henchmen have trouble and get stuck
on some of the diagonal corridors.
Try pushing them around to align
them with the corridor before leading
them through. In any case, if stuck,
they should eventually jump to your
side.)
Past the first group of skeletons, you will see a large wooden slide with a round
boulder poised above it. Be careful here – if you pass before the eyes of the statue in

the corridor, the boulder will be released and will crush all in its path. There is no
way to disarm this trap, but you can set it off safely by drawing toward you some
zombies who amble around the halls. Use them to set off the trap (but get out of the
path of the boulder!). Then proceed onward. Along the right wall you may notice a
secret door which leads to a treasure chamber that contains a couple of undead and
a trapped chest. If you set off the trap, you will be locked in but can bash down the
door to get out.
Eventually you will come to a square chamber where you find a large door, two
undead mummies, and the dead body of Elhun. Though the mummies are fairly
tough, they are not what killed the stealthy thief. He was killed by the four statues in
that room, which emit beams of negative energy at anyone who tries to pull the
chain that opens the large door. To prevent the statues from doing that, click on
them and you will be given the option to cover their eyes with some rags (you can
get rags from the dead body of a mummy or from some of the crates and chests in
previous rooms). Once the eyes of all four statues are covered, pulling the chain
does not activate them and instead opens the door to allow you to descend further.
Be sure to pick up the sword dropped by Elhun – it is a powerful weapon against
undead and glows when in their presence, providing a useful warning.
On level three, you will find a long corridor (watch out for spike traps coming from
the walls) with some burial chambers. Only one chamber can be entered for now,
and if you open the sarcophagus within you will release an undead warrior. If you
turn right at the end of the corridor, you will enter a large ritual chamber where an
undead priest awaits behind a fence that you cannot pass. He will see you, and will
call forth the defenses of the tomb. Get ready for a battle – all remaining mummified
warriors will emerge from their sarcophagi, along with a variety of skeletons,
zombies, and other nasty creatures. You will be trapped in that room by the
advancing horde and will have to fight your way out. Once you do, go back the way
you came and you will find a glowing doorway – enter it to proceed further into the
tomb. Once you get around to the other side of the fence in that priest’s chamber,
you will find a locked door. Search to the right of the door and you will notice that
the torch bracket is moveable – pull it to open the door and proceed to the burial
chamber of Nemethis.
The burial chamber is guarded by two sphinx statues that will come alive and fight.
There is also a series of doors that will allow you passage but will shut as soon as
you enter the innermost chamber. Now, you are trapped, and will have to wake
Nemethis himself to beg or demand your release. Unfortunately, waking Nemethis is
a very unpleasant experience. Speak with the ghostly skull to learn what you have to

do: You will first have to collect the bones that make up his skeleton. You will see
them standing in a room behind a metal gate – just knock them down to pick up the
pieces and place those in the floating ornate sarcophagus. As you place each bone,
the skeleton of Nemethis will get reconstructed piece-by-piece. Once that is done,
speak again with the ghostly skull. It will tell you that to complete the body of
Nemethis you will have to sacrifice pieces of your own body! First, go to the altar
with the silver cup. Click on the cup to follow the steps of cutting open your arm and
pouring your blood into the cup. Then take the filled cup that appears in your
inventory to the golden altar and place it in the canopic jar with the head of a raven.
After you do this, you will see the bloody entrails of Nemethis appear. Then go to the
dark altar with the metal
pliers. Click on the pliers
to follow the steps for
pulling out one of your
teeth. This will cause your
charisma to go down by
one point (see below). Put
the tooth into the canopic
jar with the dog’s head.
Next, click on the chopping
block to follow the steps
for cutting off one of your
fingers, which will cost
you a point of dexterity.
Place the finger in the
canopic jar with a tiger’s
head. Finally, go to the crystal bottle and swallow the scarab that lives within. The
scarab will burrow into your body and devour some of the life-giving “elan” from
your heart, and then exit through your mouth. This will cost 2 points of constitution.
Place the scarab in the canopic jar with the dragon’s head. At this point, the
skeleton of Nemethis and his bloody entrails will merge and form a single being.
However, he is still incomplete. Click on him and he will suck out some more of your
lifeforce (draining two levels) and come to life as Nemethis, ancient lich king of
Akkaban. (NOTE: Follow these steps in order – for example, the first thing you
should put in the canopic jars is the silver cup filled with blood).
Upon waking, Nemethis will laugh, pleased at the pieces of your own body that you
have given to him. Before he agrees to release you, however, he will demand still
further sacrifices: He will demand that you place items of power within his
sarcophagus as tribute. Do so and speak with him. If he is satisfied, he will open the

stone doors and allow you to leave. The total raw value of all items in the
sarcophagus must be at least 40,000gp, which means you will probably have to give
away everything you gathered along the way into his tomb as well as some of the
things you brought with you (the true-seeing amulet worn by the mummified priest in
level three is particularly valuable). Once Nemethis takes the items, they are lost
forever, added to his massive horde. (NOTE: Plot items will not be taken). You can
refuse to give him this tribute, and choose to fight him to the death. If you prevail,
the doors will open and release you. However, be warned: Not only is he a very
powerful wizard, but he is made in part from your own flesh, blood, bone, and elan.
This means that any damage dealt to him will also harm whoever is the player (or
players) who contributed pieces of their body during the waking ritual. It is
therefore recommended that you either prepare yourself well, or just give away your
items and leave the accursed place.
NOTE: The ability losses incurred during the waking of Nemethis cannot be
dispelled by any means available to you. However, in Hierathanum there is a highpriest named Rahmenthotep, who heads the Temple of Liet in the Highcourt district.
He has the power to mend your flesh and make it whole again. So don’t despair.

Hierathanum
After exiting the desert tomb,
continue south. Here, the prophet
will see a vision of your old
friend Merudoc, who will silently
lead you back to the road to
Hierathanum, and vanish without
a word. Proceed along the road
until you come to the gates, and
speak with the Sentinel to be
allowed entry into the city.
In the city, you will eventually be faced with an important decision: to work with the
Khalites in overthrowing the caliph; or to work for the caliph and destroy the
Khalites. You will have to accomplish one of these before you will be able to enter
the chantry, and you will find both options have their pros and cons.
If Hassir is with you, he will suggest you go to speak with the Khalites right away.
Their lair can be entered through a secret portal within the shop of the

weaponsmith, Hazur. Go inside to speak with Hazur, and Hassir will convince him
to open the portal for you. Step through – and skip ahead to “Meeting with the
Khalites”. This does not necessarily mean you’ve chosen to aid them, but you’ll be
strongly “encouraged” to do so.
If Hassir is not with you, or if you
don’t want to meet with the
Khalites right away, then you may
choose to try to learn more about
the chantry and the city, or seek
audience with the reclusive caliph
himself. From merchants and
citizens in the marketplace, you
will learn of the Crimson Sages,
who live in the Highcourt district.
However, to enter, you will need a pass. You can find one by stealing it from a
private room on the upper floor of the Caravansary, an inn in the marketplace (but
look out for traps and a summoned guardian). Another way to enter Highcourt (you
can learn of this by speaking with a beggar) is to smash a crate in an alley just north
of the Highcourt gate and jump down into the sewers, which will lead you up and
into the Highcourt district (but look out for lots of giant centipedes and stay away
from the hot steam vents). A third way to enter Highcourt is to convince the gate
guard to open it for you – but that is hard and may require the prophet character to
reveal his/her talent.
In the Highcourt district, you will find
the Stair of Aruthen, which leads to
the Chantry of Weavers high above
the city, but it is blocked by three
giant gates. You will also find the
Temple of Liet, where you can ask the
high priest for healing services
including bringing fallen comrades
back from the dead (See “Death and
Dying”). You will also find the Tower
of Ymunsun, the headquarters of the
Crimson Sages. Go inside and speak
with the wizard in the great hall. Ask
him about the chantry and about the nature of prophetic sight. He himself does not
know too much, but he will tell you of a sage named Kurathan, who studies this in

depth and whose home is down in the Marketplace district (See “Lucid dreaming”
below). In the Tower of Ymunsun you may also find some interesting books and
speak with a visiting scholar named Nazathar Ghol who can tell you a little about
the history of the city.
Finally, the Highcourt district is also where the citadel of the caliph Amhothet
stands. Enter and speak with a man named Pharom. Offer 1000 gp and he will allow
you audience with the caliph. Amhothet never sees anyone in person, and speaks
only through a large statue in his audience hall. When you come before him, step
forward and click on the runes on the floor. The statue will then address you. Be
humble or you will be struck by
lightning, or even attacked by the
sentinels – that is very
unadvisable. Amhothet will not
allow you entry to the chantry,
but you may offer to do for him
some services. For example, you
can tell him of your prophetic
skills, and even reveal the details
of the dreams you have had. You
can tell him about the resistance
movement (but don’t do that if
Hassir is next to you!), or just
offer your services. He may order
you to investigate the resistance
further.
If you agree to help Amhothet crush the resistance, he will tell you to find a woman
named Jassra and follow her movements. First, speak with Khalid, the caravan
coordinator in the center of the marketplace. He will tell you that Jassra has already
arrived and went into Hazur’s weapons shop. Go there, but you will not find any
sign of her. However, if you sneak into the storage room (don’t let Hazur see you),
you will find some sand on the floor. Examine it to learn that it is recent – perhaps
there is a secret door! Wait for a moment and you will see a portal appear, and
Jassra will step through. You can speak with her to demand she explains how the
portal is opened, or just walk right through it and into the lair of the Khalites. Once
inside, see below.

Meeting with the Khalites
If you enter the lair of the resistance fighters with Hassir at your side, or after Hazur
opens the portal for you, then the Khalites will be friendly and take you to speak
with their leader. However, if you enter uninvited then they will attack unless you
can persuade them to stand down by mentioning your conversation with Arkham in
the desert.
The leader of the Khalites is a
man named Atelkhan, and he
will be expecting you if you
had spoken with Arkham. You
can choose to tell him about
your dream, even the details of
the curse spoken by the man
you saw. Atelkhan will
welcome you to join the
Khalites – but there’s a catch:
In order for you to gain his
trust, you will have to agree to
wear an “amulet of loyalty”.
This powerful amulet protects
you from mind-affecting magic, but it cannot be removed and will constrict and cut
off your head if Amhothet so commands. You can refuse to wear this thing, and
Atelkhan will give you some time to consider it, but he will say there is no way to
leave his lair without his permission.
Here, you must choose who you will ally with (at least for now). If you refuse to join
the Khalites, you can fight them but they are quite formidable. You can also choose
to explore their lair – do so stealthily and don’t let anyone see you (including
Hassir). In the chamber behind Atelkhan, to the left, you will find a chest with a
skull-headed key. That key can be used to open a secret door behind a bookcase in
the library, allowing you to enter into Atelkhan’s home in the Highcourt district and
escape. You can then choose to go to the caliph and reveal what you have learned,
and he will put a few of his guards at your command. You can lead these guards
back to the Khalite lair, setting off a bloody battle. If you prevail, bring the head of
Atelkhan back to the caliph. He will be pleased, but he will still not allow you
passage into the chantry until you have completed the first lucid dream (see “Lucid
dreaming”, below). Once you have done that, speak with Amhothet in his chamber

and he will give you the Horn of Aruthen, which will allow you entry into the
chantry (see “The Chantry of the Dream Weavers”, below).
Of course, you can agree to join the Khalites by placing the amulet of loyalty around
your neck. Atelkhan will then explain to you his plan for overthrowing the caliph:
He will give you a small magical box which contains within it a sizeable room into
which you can enter if you place the box on the ground. He suggests that you find a
way into the caliph’s private quarters, seek him out, and force him to enter the box.
This way, you can smuggle the caliph out and bring him back to the Khalites, who
will then try to find a way to kill the apparently immortal tyrant. Of course, entering
the caliph’s chambers is not easy, and so Atelkhan recommends that the prophet
character offer his/her services to the caliph, who has gone a long time without the
insights afforded by the services of seers. However, before you can be of service, you
will need to learn more about your talents. In particular, you will need to learn how
you can control what your visions reveal. For that, Atelkhan suggests you speak with
the Crimson Sages in the Tower of Ymunsun (see above), and he will give you the
pass that will allow you entry into the Highcourt district. The sages will point you to
the scholar named Kurathan.

Lucid drea ming
After speaking with the wizard in
the tower of Ymunsun, you will
learn that the best expert on matters
of prophetic sight is the sage
Kurathan, who lives in the
marketplace area near the gates to
the Fallward district. When you
enter Kurathan’s home, speak with
the statue and tell it that you are a
prophet. You will be allowed to
enter and speak with Kurathan.
The old wizard is quite friendly,
and will be willing to answer many
of your questions about the nature of prophetic sight. You will learn that your ability
is closely related to the very nature of existence, the balance between the elements
that make up creation itself. According to Kurathan, both past and future are
aspects of the same static sculpture of creation in which all acts are predetermined.

Therefore, seeing the future is analogous to remembering the past. You may
disbelieve all this, and insist that the future is not predetermined, but Kurathan is
quite certain that he is right. This of course implies that none of your actions are
truly free. Kurathan can also tell you a lot about the nature of the Dream Weavers
and the strange training they go through as children, training which allows them to
see all of creation at a single glance. However, their training also makes them
unable to communicate their visions clearly, and so they speak in metaphors and
riddles without any notion of tense.
After being banned from studying the weavers directly, Kurathan has been
experimenting with ways of enhancing dreaming ability. He will be very excited to
try this on a real prophet, and will invite you to his laboratory, deep within his
inverted “tower”. There, he will give you some “dream serum” and invite you to sit
within his “somnoscope”, a device for focusing dreams. This will allow you to enter
into a dream state in which you are in full control of your actions, and able to
explore the landscape of your dreams. For now, however, you will only be able to
travel into the past. After the prophet character drinks the serum and sits on the
somnoscope throne, the other players can look into the crystal orb which displays
the prophet’s dream. This does not mean they actually enter the dream, but instead,
the prophet will begin to dream about them and they can look on. Of course, this will
amount to something very similar (For role-playing purposes, the other players
should not necessarily act as they themselves would, but as the prophet might think
they would).

Soon after entering the dream, you will see a vision of Kurathan, who will note that
your mind is able to look into his simply because he is nearby. This is a powerful

skill and it may help you in the future (for example, in the service of Amhothet – see
below). Nevertheless, for now you want to explore your dream and travel backward
into history.
Your journey will begin by walking back across a surreal desert landscape. There,
you will see the sandfolk again, fighting against a vision of rage. You can join the
fight or avoid it altogether, continuing northward along the road. Next, you will
walk back near the encampment of the dervishmen, who will now appear as
skeletons that attack you on sight. Further still you will see the elven skyship and the
vision of Irtheriel, who will invite you to continue.
Next, you will come to a dream of Norenshire, where the red knights again slaughter
the helpless Halflings. Defeat them, and speak with the vision of Merudoc. He will
be in terrible remorse and at the end of the conversation will turn into a vision of
sorrow that will attack. You don’t need to fight, and can just pass further into the
dream through the door behind him.
That door will lead you once again to
the tower of Uther Palandras. You will
find the prophet-king at the top of his
tower, staring blindly into the distance.
Speak with him and he will tell you
about the Century of Sorrow – a
hundred years of war in which all
alliances fall apart. During the
conversation, you will tell him of
Norenshire and how he was responsible
for its destruction. At this point, you
will realize that the vision of Uther
Palandras is not merely a dream – you
are speaking to the king himself, who is
dreaming of this very same meeting
more than two hundred years in the
past. Thus, it is this very conversation
which reveals to Uther Palandras the means to find you: It reveals to him that he
must order the destruction of Norenshire to bring you into his trap. In other words,
you just sent a message back into the past which has condemned to death the
kinsmen of your old friend Merudoc! In shock, you awaken.

Kurathan will find all of this intriguing, but he will have no ideas on how you can
enter a state of lucid dreaming which could allow you to explore the future. He will
leave to study this further, while you should return to other matters. He will give you
a supply of dream serum which you can use to practice your lucid dreaming
abilities. (To look into someone’s mind, speak with them. If you see a conversation
option for concentrating on their mind, do so, and in some cases you will sense that
their mind is open to you. Now, drink some serum and go to sleep near that person.
This will work on Kurathan, Llarien, Hassir, Atelkhan, and a few other NPCs. The
DM should give lucid-dreaming hints about other players in the prophet’s party,
perhaps revealing some secret they would have liked to keep to themselves…)
Once you’ve experienced the lucid dream, go back to speak with Amhothet. If you
have already slain the Khalites, the caliph will now allow you to enter the chantry
(Skip down to “The Chantry of the Dream Weavers”). If you have not slain the
Khalites, Amhothet will command you to use your new power to peer into the mind
of one of his Fedyin bodyguards, named Khaleb, who has been acting suspiciously.
You will meet Khaleb in the citadel’s entrance hall. Follow him into a private room
and go to sleep in his presence. Doing so will cause you to dream of the day that
Khaleb was recruited into the ranks of the Fedyin – a cruel ritual in which a terrible
helmet was placed on his head, crushing his skull and destroying his ability to think
freely. Within the dream, you will learn something important: A passphrase that
opens a secret portal into the caliph’s dungeons. Speak that phrase (“Memphet
Osiris”) in the room to which Khaleb led you and a portal will appear. Step through
it to enter into the chambers of the caliph (see below). But do so only after you’ve
prepared yourselves – there is no going back.

The chambers of the caliph
After passing through the portal, you will find yourself in the caliph’s dungeons.
There, you will encounter hostile guardians including griffins, hell hounds, undead
prisoners, and an evil highpriestess. You will also see a sentinel standing guard
before a gate – you will have to kill it to get the key to that gate and proceed. Next
you will find a few doors leading to treasure stores as well as a staircase leading
into Amhothet’s private chambers.
In Amhothet’s chambers you will see him standing before a throne, but this is only
an illusion. Be careful, however, because the illusion and its two Fedyin bodyguards
will attack you on sight. If the illusion is slain, laughter will be heard and a
firestorm will erupt in the room, bringing forth some fire spirits.

You should explore until you find a small round
room with a dark chest. Inside that chest is a
“pentanar”: a small disk inscribed with a
pentagram. Take it, and use it to open the door
in the caliph’s dining hall. In the next room,
you will see a portal that leads back to the
citadel’s entrance hall, but it is turned off. You
can turn it on using the pentanar, but don’t exit
just yet. Go into the next room, which is
Amhothet’s bedchamber. He will not be seen
anywhere. However, the prophet will hear a
voice in his head, speaking the words “Nefir
Ubuus”. Uttering these words opens a secret wall behind which Amhothet hides,
along with one final Fedyin bodyguard.
Once you finally confront Amhothet, you will have some options. You can try to
persuade him (with violence if necessary) to allow you entry into the Chantry. You
can even make a deal with him, though it is not advised. If Hassir is with you, he will
be adamant that you force the caliph into the magical box given to you by Atelkhan.
If you do so, then you can take Amhothet back to the lair of the Khalites. But before
you do, be sure to click on the crystal ball in his chamber – this will allow you to
speak through his statue in the audience chamber and command his guards to stand
down.
If you bring Amhothet to Atelkhan, the Khalite leader will remove the “amulet of
loyalty” and give you a reward. If the caliph refused to allow you entry to the
chantry, Atelkhan will go into the box himself and somehow pry it out of him. He will
then give you the means of entry: The Horn of Aruthen.

The Chantry of the Dream Weavers
Once you have received the Horn of Aruthen, either from the caliph or from
Atelkhan, go to the gates of the chantry in the southeast part of the Highcourt
district. Then blow the horn three times to open the gates, allowing you entry to the
stairway leading up to the chantry. Once inside, speak with one of the servants who
will lead you to the “Speaker”, a man skilled in interpreting the words of the
weavers. He can answer some of your questions, and will take you to see the

dreaming sages. Once you are in their sanctum and they come forward, speak to
each in turn.
The weaver standing on
the left, green platform
will speak to you of the
past. She will begin
with recent events and
progressively
look
further into history. She
will talk of your
journey
to
Hierathanum,
your
meeting with Uther
Palandras, and then
talk of the prophet-king
himself and of his struggle against fate. Then she will speak of the Herezars, ancient
inhabitants of the city of Herez that existed here long before the founding of
Hierathanum. Her words will imply that the Herezars accomplished a most
magnificent feat: They defeated fate herself! The speaker will explain this, but he
will not believe it, since he is convinced that destiny cannot be denied.
The weaver standing on the central red platform will speak of the present. Many of
her words will be difficult to understand, but they will imply that you do not
understand the results of your actions. Then she will reveal something shocking:
That the wellspring is about to be poisoned! Who the culprit is depends on your
actions: If you had captured Amhothet and given him to the Khalites, it will turn out
that Atelkhan is the man in your
dream, the man who will poison the
wellspring. If you had instead killed
the Khalites and revealed to the
caliph the words you heard in your
dream (the words that you heard just
before the skyship crashed), then it
will be Amhothet who utters those
words to poison the wellspring. If you
had the Khalites killed but did not
reveal those words to Amhothet, then
the wellspring will be poisoned by a
man named Nazathar Ghol (whom

you may have met in the tower of the Crimson Sages). In any case, you will learn
that the poisoning is about to happen and should rush to try to prevent it. The
wellspring is nearby, in the chantry, just outside the passage which led you to the
inner sanctum of the weavers. Unfortunately, you will be too late. Atelkhan /
Amhothet, / Nazathar will utter the words of the curse just as you arrive, and the
Century of Sorrow will begin. Speak with him to learn why, but it will end in
bloodshed. Return to speak with the third weaver, if you haven’t already. (NOTE: If
it is Atelkhan who poisons the wellspring, then Hassir will fight at your side to
defeat him. However, during the battle Atelkhan will utter a spell that will cause
Hassir’s belt to cut him in two. There is no way to prevent this, and no way to bring
Hassir back to life after it happens.)
The third weaver, who stands upon the yellow platform, will speak of the future. She
will describe the terrible events to come – the Century of Sorrow and the end of
days. But she will also talk of a meeting between the “young” and the “old”. The
speaker will explain that this refers to a meditative technique called “Aruthen’s
Bridge”, which can be used to establish a dream-link between your present and
future self. In other words, it will allow you to directly communicate with your future
self and learn what you can do to prevent the events you’ve foreseen. This will be
your only hope now. The dream-link requires a state of deep meditation, but you
already have the means to achieve that: Kurathan’s somnoscope. With this
knowledge, you must return to the old wizard’s tower and explore a lucid dream of
the future.

Aruthen’s Bridge
On the way back to Kurathan’s
laboratory, you will notice
some subtle signs that all is not
well in the city. Some of the
people will occasionally cough,
and an old dog will be lying
dead near a city fountain. You
can try to warn the citizens of
Hierathanum
about
the
poisoning of the wellspring, but
most of them will not listen.
You should just continue to
Kurathan’s home. Once you

speak with the wizard, he will be very excited about what you’ve learned. He will
activate his somnoscope again, and again you and your companions can enter a
lucid dream, this time a dream of the future.
It will start peacefully enough but become progressively more disturbing. First, you
will pass through a surreal landscape where a white unicorn leads you toward the
future. If Hassir was at your side during the battle with Atelkhan in the wellspring
chamber, then you will meet him here, and can ask him to accompany you within the
dream.
Next, you will find yourself approaching the pillaged remains of a rural village,
where zombies amble through fog-shrouded hills. You will come to a small keep
where a cleric stands on a balcony, trying to drive back the undead hordes. Help
him, and once you speak with him he will throw you the key which will allow you to
enter the keep. When you enter, you will find the keep destroyed and haunted by
ghosts and zombies. Proceed to the second floor, where you can find more signs of
destruction. Exit onto the balcony and speak with the cleric. He will ask you who
you are, and how it is that you
do
not
know
of
the
“Darkening” that has swept
over the lands. He will say that
in recent years, the dead no
longer rest in their graves but
rise to walk the earth. If you
reveal your name, he will
recognize it as the name of the
unmaker and attack. If you do
not, then he will think you are a
vision of his god, Liet, who has
abandoned the world. In anger,
he will attack. After defeating
him, go back inside the keep.
This time, you will find it intact,
as it was in the past. In an
upstairs room you may find a
young boy reading a book – the book is about you! Downstairs, you will find his
father, a Belerian lord who is fighting against the forces of the Darkening. However,
he does not know what caused it, only that it started in the south, in the land of
Akkaban.

When you exit the keep, you will find yourself in the city that you have seen in your
dreams. It is a devastated city where all inhabitants are either dead or corrupted
into undead monsters that attack without reason. Continue through the city until you
come to a large gate. This gate will take you to a forest where once again you will
be led by a white unicorn. It will take you to a small clearing where a woman is
weeping over the body of her dead son. It is the woman you have seen many times in
your dreams! You can speak with her now, but she will not reveal her name or the
name of her son. She will be inconsolable and will blame you for killing her son.
Eventually, she will vanish as a doorway appears – step through.
The doorway will lead you to a strange realm of high bridges and silent statues.
There, you will see an ethereal ring of light encircling your passage. Only the
prophet can pass through this ring – all others will immediately wake and not be
able to re-enter the dream. They must wait, back in Kurathan’s laboratory, for the
prophet to finish his/her journey into the future.

At the end of your dream, you will come to a desert scene where the uncounted
unborn observe your passage. Finally, standing at an endless cliff, you will see your
future self. As you approach, he/she will turn and speak with you, and explain what
you must do. He/she will tell you of the way in which the Herezars have defeated
fate: They destroyed the link between the past and the future by shattering an object
called the “Penteract”. This object is a balance point between the elements that
make up creation, and it resides deep beneath Hierathanum in the ruins of the
ancient city of Herez. The Penteract cannot be permanently destroyed, however, and
reforms within an instant. But in that instant, you will have the power to make a

truly free choice, unfettered by the chains of fate. You will be allowed to disobey
destiny, preventing the Century of Sorrow and the destruction of the world. Then,
your future self will give you a wondrous artifact called the Sceptre of Lor, a splinter
from the hammer which created the world. It is the only thing that can damage the
Penteract. You must take it, travel to the ruins of the city of Herez, and use it to
shatter the Penteract and remake destiny. The speaker of the Chantry will show you
the way to Herez. Once you take the Sceptre, the dream will end.
Now, you must bid farewell to Kurathan and return to the Chantry. Along the way,
you will see that matters in the city have rapidly deteriorated. People and animals
lie dead in the streets and those who survive are dying or succumbing to madness. In
particular, the guards have turned on one another. To get back to the Highcourt
district, you may need to fight the guard who used to open that gate to take his key –
or he may already be dead and you will have to search his body. In any case, you
must hurry back to the Chantry, find the speaker (the serviles will lead you to him),
and convince him to show you the way to Herez. He will oblige, and lead you to the
“Pit of Souls”, Here, you can purchase some supplies from the speaker, before
entering a basket that will lower you deep into the earth, to the gates of ancient
Herez.

The ancient city of Herez
When you enter Herez, you will
first find yourself in a small entry
chamber. You will need to break
down the door to continue. Don’t
worry, the statues will not attack.
This leads you to the courtyard of
the city, where you will find the
ghosts of the Herezars. Each of
them will speak a single line, and
regardless of the order in which
you address them, each ghost
will continue from where the
previous one left off, and tell
their tale. Long ago, they were a
race of sages and scholars who
began to explore the “astral webs” and were captured and enslaved by some
monstrous beings. Eventually, they were able to free themselves and founded a great

civilization. However, through their learning they discovered that they were still
slaves: slaves to fate. They rebelled against the creation of their god Lor, and nearly
destroyed themselves in the aftermath. But then a seer rose among them and told
them how to defeat fate. She told them to find the Penteract and to shatter it. Thus
they would be free from the chains of fate. The Penteract is here, in the center of
Herez, hidden within an astral vault that consists of eight pedestals. You must
explore the city to find the eight keystones which fit on these pedestals. These
keystones are kept in a series of temples which you can explore in any order.
The Temple of Skies consists of nine platforms above a bottomless pit, some
connected with bridges. On each platform, you will see a beam of light. Touch this
light to be transported through the air to a different platform with a matching color
of light. Once you travel on a beam of light, the lights will shuffle randomly.
Continue this (watch out for the air and lightning elementals) until you come to the
central platform, where you will find a gem called a “Zephyre”. This gem is the key
to the northwestern pedestal in Herez.
The Temple of Earth consists of a winding passage dug into the earth. First, you
will encounter some statues which will come alive and fight. Every few seconds, they
freeze again briefly and during this time they cannot be harmed. Use this as a
chance to heal, regroup, or escape. Continue onward, past some traps, hostile
Myconid mushrooms and elementals, smashing any boulders that might block your
passage. Eventually you will enter a chamber with a large obelisk at the center and
four tall statues. These statues will attack you, but they are very difficult to fight. As
long as anyone is looking at them, they will freeze and become impossible to harm,
but if you look away then they will attack. The easiest way to get past them is to
position one person in your party (perhaps Llarien or a summoned creature) so as to
be looking at all of the statues at once. Then as long as they are being watched, they
won’t move. Proceed to the room behind the obelisk and smash the orb held by the
statue. This will reveal a key you can use to open the gate in the obelisk room.
Continue deeper until you come to a chamber with elementals gathered around some
boulders. Smash those boulders to reveal a gem called the “Corestone” (it may be
hard to see it in the blinding light). This gem is they key to the southeastern pedestal.
The Temple of the Seas consists of a large chamber filled with water. While
underwater, you will be silenced and slowed, making fighting and magic difficult.
You will also have only a limited amount of time before you will begin to drown.
However, there is a chest near the entrance (just to the right – look for the bubbles)
in which you can find a ring of water-breathing. There are a variety of hostile sharks

in the water, as well as an aboleth beast that guards the “Oceanspar”. This gem is
the key to the western pedestal in Herez.
The Temple of Flame is a large chamber on fire. Proceed forward but look out for a
powerful trap on the large gate. Further on, there is a bridge across lava - here are
more traps on the ground as well as some flames that you will just have to run
through. After passing the bridge, you will see an area on fire to your left. Among all
of those flames there is a gem called the “Brimstone”, which is the key to the
eastern pedestal in Herez (it may be hard to see in the blaze). There are, of course,
several dangerous fire elementals here. If they are destroyed, new ones will be born
within the flames.
The Temple of Ages contains both the keystone of life and the keystone of death,
each at the end of a passage on either side of a chessboard. The passage to the right
leads into an area filled with hostile creatures that get constantly reborn. Watch out
for the “blood beetles” – they can grow quickly to enormous sizes and split into
smaller beetles when damaged. At the end of the corridor is a small pedestal
containing the “Elanstone”, the key to the southern pedestal in Herez. The passage
to the left of the chessboard is filled with evil red fog. At the end of the passage is a
sarcophagus within which you will find the “Kosciril”, the key to the northern
pedestal in Herez. However, when you walk down this passage you will be afflicted
with a variety of nasty curses, blindness, weakness, etc. But don’t worry: those
effects will go away as you walk back.
The Temple of Memory contains one small room with a glowing white door. When
you enter this door, you will find yourself within a memory that depends upon your
racial type. If you’re human or half-elven, you will see some soldiers being
ambushed in the forest by hostile elven forces. If you’re elven, you will see that same
battle from the opposite perspective, in which the humans were the aggressors. If
you’re dwarven, you will take part in a legendary battle defending a mountain pass
against the onslaught of an orcish horde. If you’re a half-orc, you will see that battle
from the perspective of orcs, who remember it as their victory. Other races will see a
memory of the slaughter at Norenshire. In all of these memories, you will eventually
find an obelisk. Touch it and time will freeze. Read it to learn of this past, and if
you’re the prophet, you will receive a “Lorjuril”, a stone which serves as the key to
the northeastern pedestal in Herez. If you die in any of these dreams, you will wake
from the memory and cannot enter it again. But if you’re the prophet, then you’ll
obtain the Lorjuril anyway and can continue.

The Temple of Sight is a riddle. Within, you will see a shimmering sphere atop a
pedestal, surrounded by seven statues. Further on, there is a large stone skull. When
the prophet approaches, the skull will speak. It will instruct you to look into the
future to see a shape carved into the ground where one of those states now stands.
Then, you are to activate the runes before the skull so as to make that shape. To
learn the shape of the rune, you must look through the shimmering sphere at the
statue of the seated wizard – i.e. to position your camera view so that the sphere is
in-between your camera and the statue (see picture). You will notice that through the
sphere, the statue is not visible and instead you can see five stones arranged in a
particular shape. In other words, you are looking into the future, when the statue is
gone and only those stones remain. Reproduce that shape for the skull and you will
be rewarded with a “Fatestone”, the key to the southwest pedestal in Herez. (NOTE:
This riddle makes use of a property of the NWN engine which I assume works on all
systems, but cannot be sure. It appears to vary when you save and reload your game.
If the sphere is not transparent or all you see is an empty floor then exit the temple,
save your game, and then reload the game and re-enter the temple. You should now
be able to see the stones beneath the statue. If all else fails, you can just use the
picture shown below to learn the shape.)

The Penteract
When you have all eight keystones, place them upon the pedestals in the center of
Herez. Once you have done so, the statue in the center will vanish and reveal the
penteract – a ghostlike spherical object. The penteract cannot be harmed by spells
or weapons, except for the Sceptre of Lor. Strike at it and the ground will shake. It
will take a long time to destroy the penteract, and in the meantime, four elemental
guardians will appear and try to stop you. The first guardian is a creature of flame
and water. The second alternates between appearing as a cloud or a stone golem.
The third is a tall tree that spews vipers and regenerates quickly. The final guardian
looks like a giant floating eye capable of powerful magic (it can stop time during the
battle). When all of the guardians are defeated, continue smashing the Penteract
until it shatters and time itself comes to a stop.
You will awaken within a
surreal dream. There, you
will see one of the serviles
from the Chantry, who are in
fact descendants of the
ancient Herezars. He will
lead you to a series of rooms
similar to museum exhibits.
These rooms will reveal again
the history of the Herezars,
starting with their escape
from the astral webs where
they were imprisoned for
generations, to their worship
of the creator god Lor, to
their “apostasy”, the revolution against the laws of creation that make all mortals
slaves to fate, and finally to their devising of an intricate plan for defeating fate. In
the fifth room, you will see a statue of a woman holding a child, who herself is held
within a large stone hand. You will recognize her as the woman from your dreams,
the woman whose son you are destined to kill. And then you will realize who she is.
She is fate. Your dream was a metaphor. Her son was the future that she created.
And you have slain him by destroying the Penteract. And then you will learn that you
have been betrayed by your own future self, who promised you that the Penteract
would only shatter for an instant. That was a lie – the Penteract is destroyed forever,

and it is this, not the poisoning of the wellspring, which brings about the Century of
Sorrow! The poisoning was a terrible act that caused the death of hundreds of
people in the city of Hierathanum, but it was nothing compared to your own act, the
shattering of the link that holds the past and future together…
If Llarien is still with you, he will leave your side upon learning of this. He has
followed you far, but this is too much for him, and he no longer wishes to be part of
your quest. Your only option now is to follow the servile through the final door, a
door that leads to a long bridge over a sea of nothingness. At the end of this bridge a
final statue stands. Speak with her and close your eyes and you will see a final
dream – a nightmare about the Century of Sorrow. And at the end you will be left
with a difficult question: Why will you, someday far in the future, choose to lie to
your own self and trick yourself into setting these terrible events into motion? The
answer to that question lies in the third and final chapter of the series – “That which
is Destined”…
After the final cutscene, you will enter an area called “End of Chapter 2”. There
you can save your characters and chat among yourselves. Once chapter 3 is finished
and available, you can continue onward through the doorway marked “The future”.

Information for DMs
For the time being, there are almost no tools available for DMs. Don’t worry, this
will be remedied soon in a new version I’m working on right now. Stay tuned and
check the module page on the NWVault.
Recommended server settings:
Max players: 5. If you go higher, the battles will get too easy.
PvP setting: Party or Full
Level range: Starting 6-8 if it’s a group of 3 or more, otherwise starting up to 10
should be ok.
Item level restrictions: I recommend disabling this
Enforce legal characters: I recommend disabling this, but don’t let people bring in
+5 weapons etc.
Only one party: Definitely keep it to one party. This is a story-based module.

Information for Builders
The module makes use of various custom scripting tricks. Many of these are
variations of scripts written by others and included in the module. Most significant
are the henchman scripts by 69MEH69, the cutscene scripts by Gestalt, and the
DMFI tools. See “Credits” below for more info. I have modified some of these to
make them work together with my own stuff, and you are welcome to use them in
your own modules if you like.

Versio n Histo ry
Version 1.0: Uploaded to NWVault on Jan 12th, 2010
This is the first released version of the module.
Version 1.2: Uploaded to NWVault on March 7th, 2010
Minor bug fixes.

Credits
There are many builders and players who have inspired, enlightened, and
encouraged this project. Previous chapters have been playtested by Conor Knoxx,
Flmngo, LadyRolePlay, Dane Bramage, and my brother Jules. Chapter 2 was
playtested by Randalish, Eric Doman, Lishasun, and Greg Euteneier. I am
particularly grateful to Randalish for a wealth of ideas which have been
incorporated into the module.
The Prophet series makes use of a variety of custom content, from new tilesets and
item models to various scripting packages.
The additional music is from the excellent Bioware game “Icewind Dale”
CEP (Community Expansion Pack) – needs no introduction.
DOA Rural/City Builder – an incredibly versatile tileset for making anything
from rolling hills to grand cities.
Rocky Mountains – a fantastic tileset for tall mountains with ancient castles and
treetop elven cities.
DwarvenHalls – a magnificent tileset for rune-covered temples and halls.
DOA Base Item Model Set 1.2 – redefines the appearance of items lying on the
ground, giving them wonderful custom appearances.
BRolanda's Usable Beds v2.1 – alters the walkmesh on all tiles that contain beds,
thus allowing characters and NPCs to lie down in comfort.
69MEH69’s henchman scripts – a very impressive script package making
henchmen smarter and much more versatile.
DMFI tools – a set of trinkets and gadgets that no DM should be without.
Gestalt’s cutscene scripts – A fantastic toolbox for making cutscenes.
Red Golem’s stageplay – A set of scripts for quickly adding small scenes using
something very much like a movie script.
U'lias’s D & D style trolls – Makes trolls that much more disgusting.
NewAge’s Columns & Things – a great set of placeable statues and columns
The image of the open book, which appears at the top of this document, is a
modification of the “Elvinwood Tome”, a digital painting by the very talented Tom
King (http://tkingart.com/).
If you have questions or comments about this module, please send e-mail to
baldecaran@videotron.ca or post a comment on the NWVault.

